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Washington rooters were
by the color combination of Oregon lids, as were
the Oregon boosters attracted to
the Seattle hues, so there was a

general exchange after the game.
And all the time Gamma Phi
Shirley Gasebeer was in Corvallis for a house dance.
Freshman Bob Lindstedt had a
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back, plus assorted engine eruptions.
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the Podunk coach makes a substitution. Wiusakki goes in for Linovitch. The Podunk veil leader leaps
to his feet.
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There goes another substitution. Coral for Edison.
"Come on. gang; three big ones for Edison. Edison, rah!
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that’s Eddie Marshall. Why, he’s sold magazine stories.

You shouldn’t criticize his stories.”
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probably most famous for his recent best-seller
novel, “Benjamin Blake,” which Time magazine praised as “the
best novel of its type of the year,” Marshall has been selling fiction
to leading magazines for over 25 years. Cosmopolitan, American
and Good Housekeeping magazines have published dozens of his
short stories and serials.
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Marshall is his driving nervous energy,” Professor Thacher observed.
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Memorial prize of $750 for his short story, “The Heart of Little
he was interested in dramatics, wrote
poetry. Liked to either
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Last spring Marshall visited the campus, was awarded an Honorary Master of Arts degree, and had a rousing evening with members
of Ye Tabard Inn, men’s creative
and Portland
writing

honorary,

writers.
A T PRESENT Marshall is settled, as
permanently as is
^ ^ to one of
his temperament, in a southern home, Seven
in Georgia. He is writing a novel centered around John

possibh*

Gablelf

Smith,

tra-

ditionally associated with Pocahontas, which Professor Thacher
prophecies will probably be his outstanding book.
If he is working as he
usually does, he is busy 18 hours of the
day, pausing only for the sandwiches and coffee brought by his
wife, and living and thinking in the world of John Smith.
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practical to carry on this ancient custom of
cheering each player as he comes off the field? Substitutions
often come right in the most exciting, the most crucial moas

has had an

TN 1921, at the beginning of his career, Marshall won the O.
Henry
Memorial prige of $750 for his short story, “The Heart of Little
Chikara.” Just recently, in the September issue of the Reader’s
Digest,
he contributes to the “My Most
Unforgettable Character” section of

Opinion

colleges who are ififreligious matters. This
is in contrast to the
popular belief that the institutions of
higher
learning leave religion entirely
m the hands of the
various religious agencies
operating off camties
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A S TO his physical appearance, he is "short, thick-chested, with
a mane of gray hair (usually disheveled) and intense
glittering
eyes, with something of the truculence of elephant eyes,” according
to Profssor Thacher.
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By ASSOCIATE COLLEGIATE PRESS
Mr. J. C.,” the announcer hisses.
Religion no longer is an "off the campus” subject for uniThe case blows his nose and
versities and colleges in the United
States, a research study
unburdens. “Mr. A—, I am a stuEdward
W.
completed
by
Blakeman, counsellor in religious
dent at the University of Oreeducation at the University of
gon; I am in 4F; I've pledged the
Michigan, has disclosed.
Published in book form by the
best house on the campus; I have
University of Michigan
(Please turn to page seven)
Press, Dr. Blakeman’s study shows there are 1.051
on the
payrolls of 726
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There goes Mikunning in for Jensen. Here
play—but, wait; here comes the yell leader, too.
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story Edison Telsa Marshall, T7, chuckles ov J
today. Famous author, big game hunter and master at living, Marshall today ranks as one of Oregon’s most famous alums—and one
of the most fascinating.
Expeditions into Alaska, Siberia, Indo-China, India and Central
Africa have provided thrills, adventure and fiction background for
the novelist. On returning from the African journey Marshall reported to Professor Thacher by letter, “A leopard ate my gunbearer but left enough bones so that we could patch him together
and send him to a hospital.” Ke added that the native recovered
and he (Marshall) bagged the leopard.
Which makes a

the

avoided in

college are batof the conference. Let's go

up into the Podunk stands.
We sit down and look about. It

W. F. Goodwin Thacher, teaching his first year of short story
writing, had just read and criticized a bit pointedly, a story written
by one of the new students.
Immediately after class a friend of the student, Milton Stoddard,
approached Professor Thacher and queried earnestly, “Do you know
whose story that was you just read?”
“Why, the name on the front was Marshall, I believe.”
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youngster from Alpha hall entitled Dick Landis. Dickie, a mite
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school as long as you can." Also
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Tt seems like almost all of the
kids I knew in school are down
here. To name some:

I ran into

Welles and Maynard McKinley just before I left "boot
camp." Also briefly had a glimpse
•lames

.
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of Dick Shelton who was recruit
petty officer of his company

When I
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to

the

hospital
to work I ran into Loren Russell,
a pre med at U. cf
O., who left
He is in X-ray
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you write another list of
fellows in the service you might
be able to use the above. Incidentally I move into lab work
the first of the week.
Jim

Walsh, ’43
U. S. Naval Hospital,
San Diego, Calif.
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Material for the study was obtained from questionnaires sent
726 universities and collisted by the American
Council on Education. Replies
were
obtained from all of the
to

the

leges

questionnaires.
Five
hundred
eighty-six of the universities and
colleges
offer
reported
they
courses of
study in religion.
Three Groups
Dr. Blakeman found that "on
the campus’’ functions of the
universities and colleges which.
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